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In a uniform layer consisting of a mixture of granular material and liquid, it is known that
desiccation cracks exhibit various anisotropic patterns that depend on the nature of the shaking that
the layer experienced before drying. The existence of this effect implies that information regarding
the direction of shaking is retained as a kind of memory in the arrangements of granular particles.
In this work we make measurements in paste composed of Lycopodium powder using microfocus
x-ray computerized tomography (µCT) in order to investigate the three-dimensional arrangements
of particles. We find shaking-induced anisotropic arrangements of neighboring particles and density
fluctuations forming interstices mainly in the lower part of the layer. We compare the observed
properties of these arrangements with numerical results obtained in the study of a model of nonBrownian particles under shear deformation. In the experimental system, we also observe crack tips
in the µCT images and confirm that these cracks grow along interstices in the direction perpendicular
to the initial shaking.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mixtures of fine solid particles and liquid (for example,
water) behave as viscous fluids with plasticity. Such mixtures are generally referred to as granular pastes. It has
been found that cracks often appear in granular pastes
as they transition to semisolid states during desiccation
[1, 2]. When a uniform layer of granular paste dries
evenly on a hard flat surface, cracks usually form an
isotropic cellular pattern. However, previous studies have
revealed that the crack patterns can be made anisotropic
if a mechanical or electromagnetic perturbation is applied
to the layer for a short time before drying. This memory effect of paste suggests that we can readily impart
anisotropic mechanical properties on pastelike materials
and control the process of cracking [2–8]. However, our
understanding of such behavior is yet incomplete, mainly
because we do not know how external perturbations generate structures incorporated as memory in paste and
how these structures influence cracking processes.
The memory of shaking is the most common type of
memory effect, being observed in many types of paste.
In situations that paste exhibits this effect, after horizontal unidirectional oscillation is applied to a uniform
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layer of paste, parallel cracks first appear during desiccation in the direction perpendicular to the initial shaking.
This effect was first found in claylike paste consisting
of calcium carbonate [3] and then also observed in wet
granular materials, such as mixtures of starch powder
and water [9]. As these experimental studies revealed,
parallel cracks form only when the shaking is sufficiently
strong to exert shear stresses larger than the yield stress
on the paste. Further, it was found that many types
of crack patterns, including rings and spirals, can be
produced by changing the manner of shaking [3, 5, 8].
Recent experiments have also indicated that such memory can be rewritten by adding only a few oscillations in
a direction that differs from that of the initial shaking
[10]. Nonlinear elastoplastic theories provide predictions
that are consistent with these results. The phenomenological models proposed by Otsuki and Ooshida predict
that large shear deformation yields anisotropic residual
stresses, and this prediction has been confirmed by measurements of stresses in calcium carbonate paste [11–15].
What anisotropic structures are formed microscopically by shaking and how do they influence the fracture properties of paste? In a previous study [9] we observed the arrangements of particles in several samples
using x-ray computerized tomography (µCT) and found
that shaking induces short-range anisotropy in which the
number of neighboring particles increases in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of shaking in the shear
plane. However, we were not able to investigate the de-
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tails of the anisotropy and their relation to the resultant
cracks. In this work we use a µCT apparatus at the
large synchrotron radiation facility SPring-8 (RIKEN,
Japan). With this apparatus, we are able to realize a
field of view with a diameter of 3.56mm, which is approximately four times larger than that used in the previous
study, while maintaining the same resolution. We carry
out measurements in a few dozen samples. As in the
previous study, we use paste consisting of Lycopodium
powder, i.e., spores of Lycopodium clavatum. These particles have round shapes with diameters of approximately
30 µm. These particles are the largest among the spherical particles whose paste is known to exhibit memory of
shaking, and due to this large size, individual particles
can be resolved in the µCT observations.
In this study, we confirm that such short-range
anisotropy is induced only when the sample is shaken
under the conditions that the memory effect appears
and that it is pronounced in the lower part of the layer.
We also find that shaking induces not only short-range
anisotropy but also anisotropic fluctuations in the density of particles forming interstices. We find that this
anisotropic density fluctuation is a direct cause of the
memory effect. By visualizing the vicinities of growing
crack tips, we determine its relation to the crack growth
direction.
In the next section we explain the methods of sample
preparation and the µCT measurements. In Sec. III we
analyze the height dependence of the directional order
parameters of the arrangement of particles. In Sec. IV we
present results for the properties of interstices and their
relation to the direction of crack growth. In Sec. V we
discuss numerical simulations of non-Brownian particles
under shear deformation. In these simulations, we find
anisotropy in the arrangement of particles similar to that
seen in the experiments. In Sec. VI we give a summary.

II.

METHODS

We prepared a layer consisting of a mixture of Lycopodium powder and cesium chloride (CsCl) solution
containing a small amount of agar and applied horizontal shaking. After drying the paste in a high-temperature
environment of 45.0◦ C ± 1.5◦ C for a predetermined period, we covered it to stop desiccation and then allowed
it to solidify through gelation of the agar at room temperature. We prepared numerous samples under various
conditions in advance and cut out pieces of a layer from
each sample for µCT observation at SPring-8. The main
parameters characterizing our experiments are the frequency of shaking f , the initial solid volume fraction,
φ(0), and the solid volume fraction at the time of gelation φg .
We prepared every sample such that the area density
of Lycopodium powder (Association of Powder Process
Industry and Engineering, Japan) was 0.070 g/cm2 and
we controlled the initial solid volume fraction to take val-

ues between φ(0) = 10% and 23% by adjusting the volume of the solution. The solution contained 140 g of
CsCl (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan)
and 6.00 g of agar (Ina Food Industry, Japan) per liter of
ion-exchanged water as radiopaque and gelation agents,
respectively. (The solidifying temperature of the agar
was approximately equal to 40◦ C. [16]) The solid volume
fraction of the paste was determined from the densities of
the CsCl solution (1.10 g/cm3 ) and a Lycopodium particle (1.05 g/cm3 ) by assuming the small amount of agar to
be negligible. Lycopodium powder was mixed with the
solution using a hot magnetic stirrer and then stored in a
sealed flask at 70 ◦ C until it was poured into containers.
The existence of the memory effect in a paste of Lycopodium powder and agar solution was confirmed by
pouring paste into containers and then drying it in the
high-temperature environment until crack formation, as
shown in Fig. 1. We found that the morphological diagram of crack patterns obtained in this case is qualitatively the same as in the case without agar, although
the plastic limit decreases by approximately 3% [9]. We
also found that adding CsCl to the agar solution does
not change the crack patterns significantly, as seen in the
photographs in Fig. 1 [17]. In order to clarify the differences among the conditions, we mainly report the results
obtained under the conditions corresponding to the open
squares in Fig. 1.
The yield stress curve of Lycopodium paste is plotted
in Fig. 1. The yield stresses σY were measured by using
a rheometer (Physica MCR301, Anton Paar, Austria).
These measurements were made on paste maintained at
45 ◦ C inside a coaxial double cylindrical vessel to which a
stress with constantly increasing magnitude was applied.
The value of σY was determined at the commencement
of the first rotation using the least-squares method. For
samples without CsCl, the measured values of σY were
0.14, 0.43, 1.5 and 4.6 Pa for φ(0) = 10.6%, 14.5%, 19.2%
and 22.9%, respectively, and σY > 200 Pa for φ(0) =
25.2%, although we found that the values decreased by
amounts in the range 0%–30% at the second rotation.
The crosses in Fig. 1 indicate the strengths of shaking that generate the yield stresses on the bottom of
a layer and the dotted curve indicates the yield stress
curve determined from these data. Anisotropic crack
patterns were observed clearly above this curve and near
the plastic limit, as expected. The yield stresses of samples containing CsCl were found to be 0.8 and 1.6 Pa
for φ(0) = 10.5% and 19.1%, respectively. The corresponding shaking strengths are indicated by the pluses.
Adding CsCl to the agar solution did not significantly affect the rheological properties of the paste, although the
reproducibility of σY deteriorated for small yield stresses.
We applied a horizontal oscillation of amplitude A =
15 mm to a layer of paste using a shaker (FNX-220, TGK,
Tokyo, Japan). We refer to the shaking direction as the x
axis and to the upward vertical direction during shaking
as the z direction in this paper. The applied frequency
f was varied from 0 to 80 rpm; in the case f = 0, the
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FIG. 1. Morphological diagram of desiccation cracks in paste consisting of Lycopodium powder and 6 g/l of agar solution.
The values on the vertical axis correspond to f = 0, 20, 40, 60, and 80 rpm from bottom to top. The photographs display typical
crack patterns found in a paste sample contained in a 20 × 20 cm2 acrylic container with the various sets of conditions indicated
by the arrows. The photographs on the left- and right-hand sides are of systems without CsCl and with a 140 g/l density of
CsCl, respectively. The open circles indicate the appearance of isotropic crack patterns, the squares indicate the formation
of cracks in lines perpendicular to the direction of shaking, and the triangles indicate the appearance of partially anisotropic
patterns. Under the conditions indicated by the minus signs, paste did not spread during shaking, due to large yield stresses.
For this reason, we could not prepare a uniform layer for experiments. The open squares indicate the conditions on which the
present work is focused. The dashed curve, the red crosses, and the blue pluses represent the results of the measurements of
yield stresses discussed in the text.

paste experienced no shaking after being poured. Shaking was applied for 5 min immediately after the paste was
poured into a container positioned on the shaker in the
high temperature environment. The surface temperature
of a layer of paste was in the range 50 ◦ C–60 ◦ C immediately after being poured and then it decreased to approximately the ambient temperature within 30 s. Although
we omit the results, in some samples that were covered
after being poured, we did not observe the anisotropic
structures reported in this paper. We believe that this
resulted from the fact that, due to the insulating effect of
the cover, these samples did not cool sufficiently and this
resulted in different rheological properties during shaking.
We prepared a sample for the µCT measurements
by pouring paste into a square container of side length
98 mm, which was constructed from polystyrene paper
attached to a circular plastic Petri dish, as depicted in
Fig. 2(a). The use of polystyrene paper made it easy to
remove a cut piece of a layer from the bottom of a container. We prepared many solidified samples under various conditions, i.e., various values of (f, φ(0), φg ), during a period from approximately one week to one day
before the µCT measurements. The samples were then
transported to SPring-8 and measurements were carried
out during a 24-h period assigned in advance by SPring8. We performed such measurements three times several

months apart.
Our measurements were performed using x-rays of
25 keV from the BL20B2 beam line of SPring-8. One
pixel in the µCT images corresponds to a region of length
lp ≡ 1.74 µm in a sample. The field of view is a
cylindrical region with both a diameter and height of
2048lp = 3.56 mm. For the measurements, we cut out a
piece of a layer from each sample, avoiding the vicinities
of cracks and the boundary of the container, as depicted
in Fig. 2(b), except in the cases in which we observed
the crack tips, considered in Sec. IV. In order to minimize the disturbance to the samples caused by the cutting
process, we constructed a jig from an aluminum rod to
which a cylindrical blade (diameter 4 mm) of a biopsy
punch (BPP-40F, Kai industries, Gifu, Japan) was attached in such a manner that it could be slid along a
single direction, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The jig had a
hexagonal base, which allowed us to fix the direction of
each cut. We cut a sample vertically with the blade and
gently removed the cut layer with the blade just prior to
the µCT observation. Because very soft samples often
became stuck, despite our use of the polystyrene paper,
the jig was prepared with a narrow hole running its entire length, and through this hole we applied negative air
pressure with a syringe to gently remove a sample. We
fixed the jig upside down on the turntable for µCT scanning, and then, attaching a cap to prevent desiccation,
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FIG. 2. Preparation of a sample for µCT observation. (a) Paste of Lycopodium powder was poured into a square container
composed of thin polystyrene paper formed in a Petri dish. After we applied unidirectional horizontal shaking in a hightemperature environment, the paste was dried in the same environment and then allowed to solidify at room temperature. (b)
We attached the jig displayed in (c) to an aluminum frame and cut out the layer of paste vertically with a cylindrical blade.
(d) The jig was fixed upside down to the turntable for the µCT scanning.

we slid the blade down to place the cut layer on the top
of the rod for x-ray irradiation. Each µCT measurement
took 20–30 min.
We constructed three-dimensional (3D) images from
the measurement data using programs provided by
SPring-8 [18]. Figure 3(a) displays a typical image of
a cross section. In the image, the brightness increases
with the x-ray absorption rate and thus, in order of increasing brightness, we have regions consisting of air, Lycopodium powder, and gelated CsCl solution. After applying brightness inversion and noise reduction, we obtained images of particles through binarization [19]. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) display typical vertical and horizontal
cross sections of a sample prepared under typical conditions for which the paste exhibits memory of shaking.
In these figures, it is seen that the density of particles
is not uniform and low-density regions form interstices
along the direction perpendicular to the applied shaking.
We do not find such an anisotropic structure in samples
without memory of shaking; Fig. 4(a) displays a typical
horizontal cross section of a sample prepared with an
initial volume fraction too small for memory of shaking
to appear, while Fig. 4(b) corresponds to the unshaken
case of Fig. 3.
We investigate the short-range anisotropy in the arrangement of neighboring particles in Sec. III and then
features of these anisotropic interstices in Sec. IV. We calculated the center of mass of the particles from the 3D
binary images [20]. As a measure of the height within
a sample, we introduce the quantity ζ(z), representing
the fraction of the total number of particles contained in
the 3D image that exist below z, the height above the
bottom. Because we took the 3D images such that the

bottom of a layer was included and the concentration of
particles was nearly constant throughout a sample, ζ(z)
is approximately proportional to z. Generally, the position corresponding to ζ = 1 coincided with the top surface of a layer. However, there were a few samples with
small φg (smaller than approximately 15%) for which the
entire height of the layer was not included in the 3D image due to the large thickness. In such cases, therefore,
ζ = 1 did not correspond to the top surface. The total
number of Lycopodium particles detected in a 3D image
was approximately 5 × 105 when the entire height of the
layer was included.

III. HEIGHT DEPENDENCE OF
DIRECTIONAL ORDER PARAMETERS

In order to investigate the arrangements of neighboring particles, we calculated the height dependence of the
directional order parameters.
We regard two particles as a neighboring pair if the
distance between their centers, r(ij) ≡ |r (ij) |, is less than
35 µm, where r (ij) ≡ rj − ri , is the vector pointing from
the center of the ith particle to the jth particle. Assuming a height interval of thickness 60lp = 104.4 µm on
either side of z(ζ), we define the parameters
(ij) (ij)

Skl (ζ) ≡ hnk nl
(ij)

1
− δkl iζ
3

(ij)

(ij)

(k, l = x, y, z),

(1)

where n(ij) = (nx , ny , nz ) ≡ r (ij) /r(ij) and the
angular brackets represent the average over all pairs of
neighboring particles such that the ith particle is located
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FIG. 3.
Typical µCT images of a paste with memory of shaking. This sample was prepared with (f, φ(0), φg ) =
(60 rpm, 18.4%, 24.0%). The arrows indicate both the direction of shaking and the length scale corresponding to 0.5 mm.
(a) A quarter of a horizontal cross section depicted in the original 3D grayscale. In this image, the CsCl solution appears
brighter than the Lycopodium particles because of its large opaqueness with respect to x rays. (b) and (c) Vertical and horizontal cross sections after binarization. Here the particles are identified as white regions (the brightness outside the sample
is not inverted). Running averages over 80 cross sections (80lp = 139.2 µm) were performed in the depth direction of each
image in order to make the particle arrangements clearly visible. The cross sections in (a) and (c) are displayed at the height
indicated by the dotted line in (b). The height from the bottom of a layer is represented by ζ, the fraction of the cumulative
number of detected particles located below the given height.
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FIG. 4. Typical µCT images of pastes without memory of shaking. (a) The sample was prepared with a small initial solid
volume fraction and shaken at the same frequency as that in Fig. 3: (f, φ(0), φg ) = (60 rpm, 10.4%, 18.6%). (b) Unshaken
case with the same initial solid volume fraction as that in Fig. 3: (f, φ(0), φg ) = (0 rpm, 18.4%, 25.3%). These horizontal cross
sections were taken using the same ζ and the same method as in Fig. 3(c). The ringlike unevenness in brightness is an artifact
of the image construction.

within this interval. In Ref. [9] we investigated these order parameters for the entire region corresponding to the
field of view and found that the anisotropy induced by
shaking is reflected by the diagonal components.
In this study, we investigate the quantities
1
S1 ≡ √ (Syy − Sxx ),
2

r
S2 ≡

and Sσ2 ≡

3
(Syy + Sxx ),
2

2 2
2
2
(S + Szx
+ Sxy
).
3 yz

(2)

We can regard S1 and S2 as anisotropy indices in the
horizontal plane and vertical direction, respectively. The

quantity S1 increases as the number of neighboring particles increases in the direction perpendicular to that of
the initial shaking in the shear plane, and S2 decreases
as the number increases in the vertical direction, as seen
from the relation Sxx + Syy + Szz = 0. The quantity
Sσ decreases as S becomes closer to a diagonal matrix.
As explained in the Appendix, the averages of S1 and S2
over samples would vanish and their standard deviations
would be equal to Sσ if every n(ij) was chosen independently from an isotropic uniform distribution.
Figure 5 plots the height dependences of S1 , S2 , and
Sσ . Figure 5(a) displays the results for two typical sets of
conditions under which the memory effect of shaking ap-
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FIG. 5. Height dependences of the directional order parameters S1 and S2 . The averages of S1 and S2 over five samples
are plotted with the thick and thin solid curves, respectively, along with error bars, for conditions under which the paste (a)
exhibits and (b) does not exhibit the memory effect of shaking. The quantity Sσ [defined in Eq. (2)] is indicated by the dotted
curves. In each figure, the horizontal axis represents ζ, which is approximately equal to the nondimensional height.

pears, (f, φ(0)) = (60 rpm, 18.4%) and (80 rpm, 18.4%).
Near the bottom of a layer, S1 takes large positive values,
while S2 remains at zero, within the experimental uncertainty. This anisotropy is clearer for f = 80 rpm than for
f = 60 rpm. Although φg differed among the five samples prepared under each set of conditions in the range
from approximately φ(0) to the value at which cracks appear, there was no significant difference in the degree of
anisotropy among the samples. This indicates that the
anisotropy is created initially and retained during desiccation.
The observed height dependence is consistent with the
fact that the memory effect of shaking is caused by shear
stresses larger than the yield stress. Because the lower region of the paste experienced larger shear stresses during
shaking, due to the weight of the upper region, the lower
region was fluidized repeatedly, while the deformation of
the upper region was mainly elastic and small. Although
the nonlinear response to shaking is not simple, we infer
that the memory of shaking is preserved mainly in the
lower region, which experienced large deformation [2].
Figure 5(b) displays the results for two sets of conditions under which the paste does not exhibit memory
of shaking, (f, φ(0)) = (0, 18.4%) and (60 rpm, 10.4%).
Unlike the results displayed in Fig. 5(a), these results do
not exhibit anisotropy characterized by S1 > S2 ' 0, as
expected. However, for both sets of conditions considered here, the arrangement of particles was not isotropic,
with S2 < 0. This anisotropy implies that the number of
neighboring particles increases in the z direction. In addition, there is a difference in S1 between the two cases:
S1 is positive for the shaken samples with a small initial volume fraction of φ(0) = 10.4%, while S1 ' 0 for
the unshaken samples (f = 0), although a large value
of Sσ indicates that the matrix S is not fully diagonalized. Such anisotropy is regarded as a kind of “hidden

memory”, which is not manifested as an anisotropic crack
pattern.

IV.

ANISOTROPIC STRUCTURES OF
INTERSTICES

We next investigate the interstices depicted in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). These interstices are retained during
desiccation and significantly affect crack growth.
Because the sample considered in Fig. 3 was covered
and solidified after several cracks had grown partway
through the sample along the direction perpendicular to
the initial shaking, these cracks were preserved. We cut
out a piece of the layer including a crack tip and observed
it with µCT. Figure 6(a) is a 3D image of the air regions
constructed from the µCT data [21]. In this image, the
growing crack appears as the penetration of air into the
paste. The crack tip has a complex shape, which suggests
unstable growth. It is also seen that the region of intermediate height leads the growth of the crack, with the
lower and upper regions trailing behind. These characteristics of the crack growth are consistent with what we
have inferred from plumose patterns left on crack surfaces
in desiccation cracks, although we have not observed a
sharp plumose structure in Lycopodium paste [22–24]. In
this work we studied four crack tips cut from three samples. Two of them had similar properties, while for the
other two, the tip shapes deviated to the top or bottom.
Figure 6(b) displays a horizontal cross section at the
center of the layer considered in Fig. 6(a). Here a running
average in the depth direction was carried out in order
to make the interstices clearly visible, as in Fig. 3(c).
Note that there is an interstice ahead of the crack tip,
and the crack runs along this interstice in the direction
perpendicular to that of the initial shaking, although the
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FIG. 6. µCT images of a piece of the layer. We cut the same sample as in Fig. 3 to include a crack tip. (a) Reconstructed
3D image of an air region penetrating into the layer of paste with crack growth. The air region appears white. As the sample
was positioned upside down on the jig during the µCT scanning, the layer of paste appears to be situated above the region of
air. (b) Cross section at height ζ = 0.5. This image was obtained by averaging the brightnesses of 80 individual images, as in
Fig.3(c).

width of the interstice is extended inside the crack. Similar relations between the interstices and crack growth
were observed in all four crack tips. We thus infer that
the structures of the interstices determine the direction
of crack growth, and for this reason, they are directly responsible for the memory effect of shaking exhibited by
Lycopodium paste.
In order to ascertain the properties of interstices from
a 3D binary image of particles, we constructed a 3D distance map D(r), which represents the distance from each
position r to the nearest particle [see Fig. 7(a)], and calculated the correlation functions using the equation
R 3 0
1
d r D(r 0 )D(r 0 + r)
V
G(r) ≡
− 1.
(3)
2
R
1
d3 r 0 D(r 0 )
V
We divided both the lower part (0.1 < ζ < 0.4) and the
upper part (0.6 < ζ < 0.9) of a sample into cubic regions
with side lengths 200lp = 348 µm to calculate G(r) in
every region, except several regions that contained large
impurities, such as bubbles.
The function G(r) reflects the statistical properties of
the shape of an interstice. For the lower part of the sample considered in Fig. 3, the average of G(x, y, 0) over all
regions is not isotropic, as seen in Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(c)
plots G(r, 0, 0), G(0, r, 0), and G(0, 0, r) with their fitting
functions. It is seen that G(r) decays monotonically in
the y and z directions, while it decays faster and has a
minimum in the x direction. This difference implies that
interstices have anisotropic shapes that are shorter in the
x direction. Defining a ≡ 30 µm as a typical diameter
of a Lycopodium particle, we fitted G(r, 0, 0), G(0, r, 0),
and G(0, 0, r) for r > a2 with functions proportional to
e−r/ξi cos 2πr
λi (i = x, y, z), respectively, where the fitting
parameter 1/λi vanishes for the monotonically decreasing

functions. The fitting parameter ξi represents the correlation length in the ith direction and λi /2 corresponds to
a typical distance from the inside of the interstices to the
high-density regions in the case that G has a minimum.
We note that these fitting functions are adopted as the
first approximation, as G(r) does not have such a simple form; specifically, it tends to decay somewhat more
slowly than an exponential function in the y direction.
We calculated G(r) for the lower and upper parts of the
sets of samples considered in Fig. 5. The averages of a/λi
and ξi /a over five samples for each set of conditions are
plotted in Figs. 7(d) and 7(e), respectively. For the two
sets of conditions under which the memory effect of shaking appears, we find distinct anisotropy in the lower parts
of the samples: a/λy and a/λz approximately vanish and
a/λx is approximately 0.1 for (f, φ(0)) = (60 rpm, 18.4%)
and 0.15 for (80 rpm, 18.4%), while ξy tends to be larger
than ξx and ξz . We thus conclude that anisotropic interstices develop perpendicularly to the x direction in
the lower part of a sample, with typical widths in the
range λx /2 = 3a–5a in the x direction, while they extend
mainly in the y direction. Contrastingly, such anisotropy
is not found in the upper part under the same conditions,
although a/λz tends to be large.
For the two sets of conditions under which the memory
effect of shaking does not appear, the forms of G(r) differ
significantly. In the unshaken case (0 rpm, 18.4%), we
found no anisotropy in the horizontal plane, as expected,
and ξx , ξy , and ξz have similar values that are smaller
than those in the other cases. This result suggests that
interstices develop through repeated shear deformation.
For the shaken samples with small initial solid volume
fractions (60 rpm, 10.4%), we found anisotropy with a/λx
taking large values in both the lower and upper parts.
Also in this case, large density fluctuations appeared in
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FIG. 7. Correlation functions G(r) of distance maps: (a) typical horizontal cross section of a distance map, (b) image of
G(x, y, 0), and (c) plots of G(r) in the x, y, and z directions, all for the lower part of the sample considered in Fig. 3. The
image in (a) depicts the central region at the same height as in Fig. 3(c), (b) is the average of G(x, y, 0) over 72 cubic regions
with side lengths 200lp , and (c) plots the averages of G(r, 0, 0), G(0, r, 0), and G(0, 0, r) with fitting functions proportional to
cos(2π λri )e−r/ξi (i = x, y, z). Also shown are plots of the averages of (d) a/λi and (e) ξi /a over five samples prepared under
each set of conditions indicated on the horizontal axis. Here a = 30 µm is a typical particle diameter. The data are arranged in
the order x, y, z for the lower part, followed by x, y, z for the upper part, and the error bars indicate the standard deviations.

the form of voids rather than anisotropic interstices in
the 3D images. Because paste is less viscous for small
solid volume fractions, we infer that shaking causes this
anisotropy with large shear flows, but such anisotropy is
not reflected in crack patterns.
These results indicate that anisotropic structures of interstices are created by shaking in paste with a large solid
volume fraction, just as for the anisotropic arrangements
of neighboring particles reported in Sec. III.

V.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

With the experimental conditions used in this work,
the Lycopodium particles in paste can be regarded as

non-Brownian particles in high-viscosity shear flow. The
particle Reynolds number and the Péclet number are
estimated as Rep ≡ γ̇a2 ρw /ηw ' 10−3  1 and
Pe ≡ 6πηw γ̇a3 /(kB T ) ' 105  1, respectively, for Lycopodium particles of diameter a = 3 × 10−5 m [25].
Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and ηw and ρw are
the viscosity and density of water, for which we used the
values ηw ' 7 × 10−4 Pa s and ρw ' 103 kg/m3 . We
used a shear rate of γ̇ ' 1 s−1 and an absolute temperature of T ' 3 × 102 K as typical experimental conditions.
Some previous works investigated rearrangements of nonBrownian particles in Stokes flows [25–28]. It is known
that the motion of such particles is not reversible under
oscillating shear flow. In particular, it was reported that
colloidal particles confined between two parallel plates
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become arranged in the direction perpendicular to the
flow direction under an oscillating shear flow [29].
As a first step in investigating how shaking creates
anisotropic arrangements, we performed numerical simulations of spherical particles under a given shear flow
[30]. We assumed that a uniform shear flow of given
shear rate γ̇(t) exerts viscous drag on every particle and
that this viscous drag always balances with the contact
forces exerted by other particles, due to the large viscosity. In these simulations, we found that there appear
anisotropic arrangements of neighboring particles similar
to those reported in Sec. III, but large density fluctuations, such as those forming interstices, do not appear.
We numerically integrated the equations
ṙi = (γ̇(t)zi , 0, 0) +

1 X
f (r(ij) )n(ij)
2Ri

(4)

j(6=i)

to generate the time evolution of the positions of the N
particles, ri = (xi (t), yi (t), zi (t)) (i = 1, 2, ..., N ), where
the time t is merely a parameter used to define the shear
deformation γ(t). The first term in Eq. (4) represents
the velocity produced by a simple shear flow. We investigated two cases, that of oscillating shear flow, with
γ(t) = γm sin (2πt), and that of constant shear flow, with
γ(t) = 4γm t, where the magnitudes of the shear strains
were set to change by γm per quarter of time in both
cases. The second term in Eq. (4) represents short-range
elastic interactions between spherical particles in contact.
The factor 1/2Ri comes from the size dependence of the
mobility of a particle in Stokes flows. We assumed normal forces of Hertzian contacts in the form
s
Ri Rj
f (r(ij) ) ≡ −α
(Ri + Rj − r(ij) )3/2 (5)
Ri + Rj
for Ri + Rj > r(ij) and f (r(ij) ) = 0 otherwise, where Ri
and Rj are the radii of the ith and jth particles. In other
words, particles interact repulsively when they overlap.
We determined the value of α to be 100 from numerical
simulations in order to maintain an average overlap of
less than 5%.
Taking the average diameter of a particle as the unit
of length, the particle sizes were uniformly distributed
over the interval [0.8, 1.2] and the system size was 20.
The system was a cubic region with periodic boundary
conditions in the x and y directions and Lees-Edwards
boundary conditions in the z direction. We distributed
the N particles randomly at the initial time t = 0 using
the method described in Ref. [31] and used the midpoint
method with a time step ∆t = 0.001.
Figure 8(a) plots the time evolutions of the order parameters obtained from the numerical simulations for a
solid volume fraction of φ = 22.8%, which is similar to
the value of φ(0) used in our experiments. Here we chose
γm = 2 as the lower region of a sample is inferred to
experience shear deformation of the order of 1 in experiments [2]. The definitions of the order parameters are the

same as in Sec. III, where two particles are regarded as
a neighboring pair if the center-to-center distance is less
than 1.16 ' 35 µm/a. As seen in Fig. 8(a), in the case
of oscillating shear flow, we find anisotropy, with S1 > 0
and S2 ' 0. This is similar to the anisotropy depicted
in Fig. 5(a). The anisotropy emerges quickly within a
few cycles of shaking and it is consistent with the recent
experimental finding that the memory of shaking can be
rewritten through the influence of one or two oscillations
in a different direction [10, 15]. Figure 8(b) plots the
dependence of this anisotropy on the volume fraction φ
and the amplitude of shear deformation γm . It is seen
that the anisotropy becomes weak as γm decreases or
φ increases. We conclude that collisions among loosely
packed particles under large oscillating deformation can
yield short-range anisotropy.
Figure 8(a) also indicates that, in the case of constant
shear flow, another type of anisotropy, with S2 < 0 <
S1 , appears as the shear deformation increases. This
anisotropy is similar to that found for the shaken samples
with small φ(0) considered in Fig. 5(b). This is reasonable, because paste is fluidized entirely during shaking,
due to the very small yield stress realized under such conditions. This should be compared to the case of the unshaken samples considered in Fig. 5(b), for which S2 < 0,
S1 ' 0, and the matrix S is not fully diagonalized. We
infer that this latter type of anisotropy was caused by uncontrolled shear flows created when the paste was poured
into the container initially. In this case, S1 vanishes as a
result of the average over the five samples, because the
samples experienced flows in various directions.
In contrast to the anisotropy in the arrangement of
neighboring particles, we were not able to generate structures of interstices similar to those seen experimentally
in our numerical simulations. This can be attributed to
the fact that the model used in this work is too simple to
describe the rheological properties of Lycopodium paste,
in particular, the yield stresses created with small solid
volume fractions. Lycopodium particles exhibit interactions that are much more complicated than the simple
repulsive interactions assumed in the simulations. As Lycopodium particles consist mainly of fatty oil and have
porous surfaces, the surfaces become hydrophobic when
the fine asperities trap air. However, recent experiments
investigating water droplets on a surface composed of Lycopodium particles found that vertical vibration induces
a wetting transition through which the surface becomes
hydrophilic [32, 33]. It is likely that there is a similar
transition that removes air from the porous surfaces when
a mixture is stirred in the preparation of a paste. This
can be understood from the fact that surfaces experience
large stresses during stirring, just as in the case of vibration. After such processes, it is likely that adhesive and
frictional forces are exerted between the porous surfaces
of Lycopodium particles in contact. Studies of jamming
transitions have found that adding attractive forces or
frictional forces to rigid particles reduces the jamming
point so that yield stresses emerge at smaller volume frac-
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FIG. 8. (a) Directional order parameters obtained from numerical simulations in which N = 3500 spherical particles were
subject to shear deformation beginning with a random initial arrangement in a cubic system and a typical snapshot of particles
in the system after a sufficiently long period of oscillating shear flow (t = 20). The time evolutions of S1 and S2 are plotted
in the cases of oscillating shear flow and constant shear flow, respectively. (b) For the cases of oscillating shear flow, we
investigated the time averages of the order parameters in the period 19.0 ≤ t < 20.0, S 1 and S 2 , using various values of N and
the amplitude γm . The averages of S 1 and S 2 over 16 initial conditions are plotted with respect to the volume fraction φ. The
error bars represent the standard deviations.

tions [34–36]. From these considerations, we conjecture
that there is a sparse network of particles that supports
yield stresses, and shaking could make such a network
structure anisotropic. Our experimental results suggest
that such a structure develops irreversibly under oscillating shear deformation if the suspension of non-Brownian
particles behaves as a plastic fluid.
VI.

CONCLUSION

We carried out µCT observations of the 3D arrangements of particles in Lycopodium paste to elucidate the
structures responsible for the memory effect of shaking. We found that applying horizontal shaking in one
direction induces anisotropic structures mainly in the
lower part of a layer of paste; the number of neighboring
particles increases in the direction perpendicular to the
shaking in the horizontal plane, and density fluctuations
also emerge as anisotropic interstices extending in the
perpendicular direction. Numerical simulations of nonBrownian particles under a given shear flow indicate that
collisions of particles can account for the anisotropic arrangements of neighboring particles. We conclude that
the formation of anisotropic interstices is directly responsible for the memory effect of shaking exhibited by Lycopodium paste. Interstices are robust during desiccation and they play a role as a path of air penetration
causing anisotropic crack growth in the direction parallel to the initial shaking. We do not yet understand the
process through which anisotropic interstices are created
nor yield stresses in the case of small solid volume fractions. We leave for future work the investigate of how

yield stresses emerge in systems with low particle densities and how shaking creates anisotropic interstices in
such systems.
Appendix: Order parameters for an isotropic
distribution

The values of Si in Fig. 5 have fluctuations resulting
from the finiteness of the numberP
of unit vectors used in
(m) (m)
M
1
the calculations. When Skl ≡ M
− 13 δkl
m=1 nk nl
(m)
is calculated using M unit vectors, where n
is the unit
vector pointing from the center of one particle to the center of the other in the mth pair of particles, if {n(m) }
were generated from an isotropic distribution independently, the average and variation of Skl with respect to
the probability distribution would be


1
2
Skl = 0, Sij Skl =
− δij δkl + δik δjl + δil δjk ,
15M
3
(A.1)
respectively, since ni nj = 31 δij and ni nj nk nl =
1
15 (δij δkl + δik δjl + δil δjk ).
Because Eq. (1) defines a symmetric matrix S with
the constraint TrS ≡ Sxx + Syy + Szz = 0, the number of
independent components is five and there is correlation
√
among√the diagonal components.
Defining S3 ≡ 2Syz ,
√
S4 ≡ 2Szx and S5 ≡ 2Sxy , in addition to S1 and S2
defined in Eq.(2), we have
S i = 0,

Si Sj =

2
δij
15M

(i, j = 1, 2, ..., 5),

(A.2)

4´10
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5
3´10

5
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2´10

3

5

2
1´10

5

1

Average number of neighboring particles
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P5
with TrS 2 = i=1 Si2 and Sσ2 = 13 (S32 + S42 + S52 ).
Figure 9 plots the number of pairs of neighboring particles used to calculate each data point in Fig. 5. We
find that this number is determined approximately by
the solid volume fraction at the gelation time, φg . Here
we counted the pairs (i, j) and (j, i) separately, and thus
M is approximately half of the indicated number of pairs.
Because 2M = (2 × 104 ) − (4q
× 105 ), the standard devi-

ation of Si is expected to be
an isotropic distribution.

2
15M

= (1 − 4) × 10−3 for
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